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WHAT DOES OPD 
STAND FOR?

OPD is a collection of stories drawn from participants at in/FUTURE, an art 

and music experience that transformed the West Island of Ontario Place from 

September 15-25, 2016. Students from OCAD University’s Publications 

Department (OPD) guided festival visitors in creating this newspaper, which 

collects anecdotal, nostalgic, political or personal stories about Ontario Place. 

What jobs did people work here? What memories do people have about 

family visits? School trips? Favourite rides? Childhood discoveries? We also 

asked people to reflect on the fallow period between the closure of Ontario 

Place and in/FUTURE and to propose imaginary or speculative uses for the 

site in the future.

During the festival, people contributed their Ontario Place Dreams (OPD) by 

sitting at our bank of manual typewriters, or left them after hours in our 

Ongoing Public Dropbox (OPD). The response was amazing! While sifting 

through the wealth of shared stories, a number of beautiful themes emerged: 

Magic, Liminal and Transitive Space, Intergenerational Wisdom, Family, 

Reflection & Nostalgia. As well, the deliberation of working on manual 

typewriters facilitated not only deep, thoughtful responses, but poetry. 

We have organized the stories that follow along these thematic lines. May 

they provide ongoing inspiration as we wait to see how Ontario Place will 

grow and change.

Ontario Place Dreams

Ongoing Public Dropbox

Our Prestigious Dumpster

OCADU Publications Department 

One Project Description
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MIDDLE GROUND
Francis Tomkins

Illustrations of people typing on typewriters by Francis Tomkins. 

Many submissions we received for this project occupied a 

middle space between the past and the future, or another 

more abstract space that seemed to exist outside of those 

boundaries. Maybe it was because of the strangeness of

being in an environment that had been abandoned for so 

long and still retained a feeling of emptiness, unsure of its

identity. Or maybe it was a function of the reflective

atmosphere created by the not-quite-familiar space of an 

Ontario Place full of music and art instead of water slides 

and log rides. Some writers who submitted pieces to our

paper positioned themselves as narrators outside of the 

clear timeline of ‘past’ and ‘future’, not only stopping to

recount a memory or to speculate about what Ontario

Place may become, but reflecting instead on a kind of

surreal middle ground, which in some ways managed to 

capture the spirit of in/FUTURE better than any more direct 

message could have done.









LIMINAL SPACE 
Yasmin Emery

The Entrance to Ontario Place, Photo taken by Shannon Gerard.

Magic. That’s how people describe amusement parks – as 

adults, as children, as tweens and teens and in-betweens. 

And they’re not wrong: amusement parks, truly magically, 

manage to appeal to all of those age groups and demo-

graphics. I’ve begun to think that “amusement park magic” 

is inherent to the space itself – regardless of the different 

themes, rides, and opportunities at each park, this liminal, 

freeing space allows adults to be children and children to be 

adults, if only for an hour or a day. The maturity of being 

given a budget to spend on the midway; the childlike 

freedom of letting yourself get scared, openly, by 

rollercoasters or haunted houses alike. Amusement parks 

offer us a space on both sides of the boundary between 

childhood and adulthood, and it’s that freedom of 

expression that it offers that I – and others, as you’ll see – 

find to be truly magical.





Ontario Place is definitely a landmark that holds a lot of nostalgia 
for me. One of my favourite facts about it is that a lot of the land 
fill for Ontario Place came from when they were digging out the 
excavation for the foundations of Commerce Court, at King and 
Bay streets.

Sometimes my whole family would go down to the Forum for 
concerts. I remember seeing performance of Tchaikovsky’s 1812 
Overture at the Forum, and they used the guns from the HMCS 
Haida and fired them off, perfectly timed, at the appropriate point. 
The Haida was another favourite thing to visit when down there, 
and I was so upset when they moved it to Hamilton.

The Forum made Ontario Place a really popular place for 1980s 
night life, and I remember all the people sitting out on the patios 
and beer gardens throughout Ontario Place before and after shows 
there. 

And of course as a kid, I really enjoyed the rides. The original 
water slide was made out of concrete, and they gave you a mat to 
slide down. If you lost your mat on the way down you’d definitely 
regret it! They also had a kids version of a “zip line”. It was basi-
cally a clothesline that you’d grab on to and swing down this slope 
on. That was one of my favourites but you definitely had to try to 
keep from catching your fingers. And then there was the punching 
bag maze. The different colours of the bags made it memorable as 
did the number of times other kids accidentally punched me in the 
face. Lastly, there were the bumper boats. A bunch of kids with 
small boats powered by gas engines with the express intent of 
ramming into one another - what could possibly go wrong?

Richard Fiennes-Clinton





CONCRETE POETRY
Laura Rojas 

Shannon typing on her electric typewriter. Illustration by Francis Tomkins.

Intentionally, OPD created breathing room for reflection 

where people could sit down in front of a typewriter and tell 

us about their Ontario Place memories, or what they think 

this place will become after in/FUTURE is over. However, 

there seems to be something about the mechanics of a type-

writer that made participants nostalgic even if they hadn’t 

grown up with this machine. The act of typing or maybe the 

sound of keys, or the connotations surrounding this format 

encouraged freedom of expression and led to something we 

hadn’t anticipated. Among the submissions, we got poems 

about childhood, about memories and the future. Some 

wrote specifically about the act of using a typewriter - how 

it forces you to slow down and consciously press each key 

individually, the way it makes you think of being in a different 

time. It’s a lot harder to delete on a typewriter. Every word 

is deliberate.  One participant spent some time writing out 

a stream of consciousness submission. Someone else made 

concrete poetry. A few submissions wrote specifically to 

Ontario Place as the subject, or to the lake-water shoreline. 

There were accidental poems from those puzzled by 

formatting on a typewriter, unfamiliar with the medium. 

Three poems from a person named Lena. On the corner 

of a page, made up entirely by the impression of metal keys 

without ink, someone wrote, I will never forget the way the 

sun meets the water / meets the sky. / Art matters. You can 

feel it here. It’s possible that by deciding to provide 

typewriters instead of a laptop or crayons we could have 

reached something in our visitors that allowed them to be 

more aligned with the vision of our project. Every submission 

was sincere, thoughtful and immediate, replete with 

sentimentality. Is there something about this format that 

draws the user to poetry, to beautiful language, to self- 

reflection? And could it be intergenerational?









INTERGENERATIONAL 
WISDOM
Lucas Cantoni Jose

Good thing someone  knows how to use these things. Photograph taken by Lucas Cantoni Jose.

All of a sudden the OPD area became a universe detached from our daily lives. The typewriters 

became a time machine for some people taking them to the past, and for others the typewriter 

was a kind of mystery not yet solved. 

I witnessed some people’s nostalgia for being able to reconnect with a part of their lives and, 

in some others, the excitement to explore and decode the machine. 

In this little universe where the typewriter took us, some people became holders of a knowledge 

that could unlock the mystery for new explorers, and suddenly the OPD area became a place 

where older participants were passing on knowledge and teaching young people.

This experience gave me the reflection that everyday people, people that are next to you, can be 

pillars of old, new or undiscovered knowledge and the more you pay attention to those moments, 

the more life opens up portals to new universes. 







I have so many memories of Ontario Place and it breaks my heart whenever I drive 
by and see it closed. I love that In/Future has brought it back to life and it has been 
such a great pleasure to wander around Ontario Place again and to see North of 
Superior in the Cinesphere.  

I have a specific memory of heading to Ontario Place to celebrate on the last day 
of High School in June of 1979.  Ontario Place was the place to go! During the 
early 1980’s, “Ontario North Now” was opened to showcase Northern Ontario. 
I remember attending a special opening ceremony in the Silos where there was a 
special exhibit of artwork and other information about Northern Ontario.  My dad 
spoke at the opening ceremony as a representative of the Ministry of Northern 
Affairs. 

And 20+ years later, I got to enjoy Ontario Place in a new way with my kids. We 
had a chance to explore the Children’s Village before it was dismantled. At first 
I wasn’t thrilled when Ontario Place was turned into an amusement park, but it 
became a great place to go with the kids. 
So much fun!   So many happy memories

Andrea 
September 2016



LOOK, MOM! NO HANDS!
Victoria Vanrunt

OPD in session. Photograph taken by Tetyana Herych. 

Ontario Place used to be an inviting place to go for

families, before it closed. Throughout the years of

Ontario Place being open parenting styles and childhoods 

have changed. Many people have memories of their parents 

dropping them off at Ontario Place and just leaving them 

there without supervision. However, this style of parenting 

would not happen or be acceptable now. Things like the 

punching bag forest would be considered very unsafe today 

but back when Ontario Place was open this was a favourite 

for many children, along with the small zip lines in the

water park area that the kids would only hang on to with 

their hands, no harness for safety. This would have also been 

considered unsafe according to the safety regulation that 

parks have to abide by today. Ontario Place is a good

example of how the times and parenting styles have 

changed. Back in the 70’s and even the 80’s parents had no 

problem just leaving their children in these rather unsafe

activities with no supervision. Nowadays supervision and 

safety are the most important things to people when

involving children. But with all the safety and supervision 

over looked back then the overall consensus is still that

Ontario Place was a fond and fun memory for people.









IS/future
Ashlee Cunningham

Ontario Place warning cone. Photograph taken by Shannon Gerard.

Ontario Place has often been described as nostalgic for 

many Ontarians and even visitors from other parts. Memories 

of waterslides and bouncy castles, swan rides and first dates 

are engraved in the minds of past goers, but what happens 

now? Is there a future for the beloved Ontario Place? Visitors 

of this year’s in/FUTURE Art and Music Festival, both old and 

new, expressed their hopes and dreams for the impending 

projects that Ontario Place may take on. Having never grown 

to know of this magical place until very recently, I am just as 

curious as to what can be done to preserve this land. During 

these events I hear stories of the best and worst memories 

at Ontario Place while also seeing this contrast of awe and 

excitement of the older generation and people experiencing 

everything for the first time. But with talks of turning the

land into privately owned condos it is clear to see that the

people aren’t too happy. There is so much potential in

Ontario Place that could really benefit the city and the

citizens rather than some fat cat mogul looking for a nice 

view in their penthouse. Why not reopen Ontario Place for 

educational purposes, more art and music events or even a 

rocket ship launch pad? The possibilities are endless! As for 

now, we must all patiently wait to see if our beloved play-

ground will progress into the future. Or has it already? Like 

one visitor said, “The future. It is funny to think of the future 

at Ontario Place because this IS the future.”





















NOSTALGIA1/2
Reece McCrone

Greenscreen Time Machine. Photograph taken by Shannon Gerard. 

Getting to be an active facilitator at the OPD Station has 

been a really amazing experience. My favourite part of this 

experience has been seeing the older crowd telling their 

stories to the younger crowd. With having typewriters for 

people to write on it is funny to see young ones try to make 

it work and have to ask their parents what how to use it. One 

young girl even asked her dad where the emojis are. So

funny. Hearing from those who have such fond memories 

and attachments to Ontario Place makes me reflect on my 

own experiences. The first time I ever came to Ontario Place 

was when I was about 7 or 8. I was a wee little guy who 

wasn’t the toughest boy on the playground. I often avoided 

others and found that I spent most of my time swimming 

away in the pools of water rather than fighting over control 

of a water gun. I can remember stuffing my face with pizza 

and beaver tails. MMmmmmmm… beaver tails. There are 

very few things that taste better then greasy fried waffle 

with ice cream, strawberries, whipped cream and chocolate 

sauce. Now I want one. Oddly enough, I don’t remember the

Cinesphere at all. Maybe I just didn’t find it fun enough to

recall a memory. Although this time it has been a huge part 

of my Ontario Place experience as I am a featured artist 

in Wrik Mead’s Film that is included alongside a series of 

films for the in/FUTURE festival. in/FUTURE has been a very 

reflective experience. I have thought about my own past 

experiences but have also been thinking a lot about what I 

would like to see in the space in the future. Ideally I would 

want much of the space to stay as it is. The Cinesphere is 

an awesome venue for featuring films. The stage location is 

also an intimate space that could really highlight local talent. 

Using the space to feature and give opportunity to young 

emerging artists would be great. I look forward to seeing 

the space being used in a positive light as a cultural hub the 

opens itself to the public in an accessible way. Ideally staying 

free of commercialized issues. Love to not see logos and big 

companies come in and use the space as advertising. Let’s 

keep it local. Keep it accessible and focus on keeping the 

space culturally oriented.













I had never been to Ontario place before 
Thursday night and I never really under-
stood why people where so attached to 
an amusement park but Thursday really 
changed that for me. It is so beautiful. 
Sticking out into the lake like that with 
all those little islands and bridges and the 
amazing cinesphere twinkling away. I watch 
the sunset take over the whole sky. The art 
was great too and hearing memories or mir-
ror mazes and arcades and early I max are 
all really cool but I have to say the reality 
of the physical space is enough I just want 
to be able to go there and watch the sunset 
on that concrete peer sticking out into the 
lake. I want there to he festivals there all the 
time. It’s so big! I had no idea. I just want 
access I want to go see movies at the cine-
sphere. . I don’t know what it should be but 
it shouldn’t be shut up.

Emily Cook
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